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I INTRODUCTION
IHTRODUCTIOH
The Increased enrollment in seoondary sohools la not
likely to be a temporary thing. The worthwhile opportunities
of employment for youths under sixteen to eighteen years of
age are becoming fewer. In this industrial age it is in-
creasingly difficult for youth to engage in gainful and
directly productive occupation. According to the United
States Census Bureau, there were in 1910 approximately eleven
million children ten to fifteen years of age. Two million of
these were at work, or almost one in five. The total number
of these children in 1930 reached over fourteen million of
whom less than one in twenty was at work. The total number
of gainfully employed children is decreasing. Corollary to
this trend is the increased enrollment in high schools. The
United States Census Bureau gives data showing that in 1920
eighty per cent of all children fourteen and fifteen years old
were in school; at the present time over ninety per cent are
enrolled.
The industrial codes adopted under the National Industrial
Recovery Act and the Presidents Re-employment Agreement
practically outlaw child labor in industry, although the
agricultural and domestic service fields are as yet
little
affected.
What shall these young people do with their time?
The
answer appears to be that they should continue
their schooling.
It has been the practice among sohool systems
to rival
one another In the production of "specialists" in particular
professions. The idea of specialization is still a very strong
one but with it is incorporated the idea of balance and breadth
apparently so necessary to a student who must faoe an unenthusi-
astic professional world when he graduates. Continuation of
schooling is only one possibility and in the final analysis
society at large must decide what agencies, if any, it will
provide to care for its youth.
The growth of population in the nation has rapidly
deolined in the last decade, and shows every indication of a
complete stoppage. Vast social and economic consequences are
not being felt by the people. The secondary school graduate
of today enters a world of much older people than the graduate
of thirty years ago did. The number of people in the United
States between the ages of thirty and sixty is rapidly in-
creasing, and those under the age of thirty are decreasing as
is shown by the following graphs by Thompson and Whelpton of
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
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This national phenomenon tends to make the young people
remain in school longer as a more desirable occupation than
the struggle for existence outside of the eohool. The
tendency to remain in school probably will not be rectified
by the decrease in population growth. This probability
supports the statement that the crowded situation in secon-
dary schools today is not a temporary condition.
The criterion of the quality of living is now ohanging
from gross growth to whether the children are well equipped
to start life in the best possible environment. The estab-
lishment and enforcement of this or any criterion relative
to the school must come from the educators. An increasingly
great proportion of the adult population of the country has
no direct personal interest in the proper support of school
activities. Approximately 4o# of all families, according to
1933 census figures have no children under twenty-one years
of age. It is the problem of the educators and school teachers
to combat deftly the growing numbers of people who look upon
the school as an unjustifiable expense which serves to reduce
the amount of money which would otherwise be available for
their own personal pleasure and reoreation.
Leading educators in the United States are stressing the
need of social contributions by eduoation. The extent of this
movement is indicated by Everett Dean Martin11 who says, "Ho
one who Is really a creature of his own times is really edu-
cated. " What educator of a decade ago has accurately prescribed
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a type of student social Instruction to fit the present day
condltlonsT Seabury1* says, "Whatever patterns society or we
as Individuals may establish In the future must be sufficiently
fluid so that they change with the expansion of our Inner life,
for fixity Is synonymous with death and stagnation." Change
and expansion are fundamental characteristics of growth; the
crystalisation of growing forms means the cessation of evolution.
Judd is a strong advocate of the mastery of the common devices
of civilisation. Aside from physical devices this mastery
includes social institutions, enabling us to best live together
in groups and to promote the well-being of the members of the
groups. L. P. Jacks speaking of man "as a citisen of a uni-
verse, which can be loved, enjoyed and reverenced" sounds the
aesthetic note for the educational symphony. Bernard Iddlngs
Bell1 makes a sweeping finale for the idea expressed when he
says: "By education is meant the process or combination of
processes by which a child is helped to discover at least
partially: (1) His own potentialities; (2) The nature of the
things and people which surround him, how they come to be the
way they are, how they behave; (3) Those ultimate realities,
at which words can only hint, which are the wings of courage,
serenity, peace; {k) and finally a method of correlating his
world with himself and both together with the ultimate."
Education can not accomplish a comprehensive purpose via
a purely scientific curriculum, neither can it attain any
degree of success through a completely aesthetic program.
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Too much emphasis upon vocational endeavor b will defeat these
alms, as will a laissez falre schedule. If the student is to
take a constructive part in the architectural molding of our
mutual fate then none of these four elements can be neglected.
The child must he allowed to express himself creatively and in
so doing be informed of himself. He must receive intensive
scientific instruction of the world, its nature, history,
society, and the general rules which govern each part. He must
be told something of the ultlmatea through contemplation of
the realms beneath thought and outside of the world as it is
perceived by the senses. And he must receive philosophical
training that will lead him to correlate for himself, in him-
self a coordinated sense of things as a result of the study
of artistry, sciences, and contemplation.
Progressive education today offers a curriculum varied
to suit the abilities and interests of the individual pupils.
That is a long step from the straight Jacket order of the old
totin Schools, but it still lacks the principles of depth and
coordination . The depth side of the triangle may be filled
ia by the higher standard of teachers for which there is
now
being evidenced a demand in our schools. Along with the
many
ills of this present depression has come this advantage to
school supervisors that they are now able to select their
teachers more carefully and raise the standard of ability
and
character required.
Coordination is the problem of the school administration.
-7
If the olass rooms axe the laboratories where students probe
Into particular fields of knowledge and receive concentrated
instruction in diversified subject matter, then it is neces-
sary for the administration of the school to provide some
means of tieing all of these sections of the departmentalized
modern school together in order that the student will not be
blind to the existence of the school as a whole, because of
his concentrated interest on a part of the curriculum. The
solution of this problem lias been found by many educators
to be the School Assembly.
In the elementary schools each class room is a miniature
Assembly. In secondary schools an auditorium is usually
available for assembly purposes. It is surprisingly inter-
esting to note the variety of forms the Assembly in different
schools assume. In many schools where the Assembly is a
frequent part of the schedule the program is conducted in
much the same manner as the "huddle" system in a football
game. The principal acts as the quarterback and gives sig-
nals or Instructions for the best action to be expected of
the pupils for a coming period of study. In other schools
the Assembly is more formal and the school meets in
much the
same manner as a town meeting and the program consists
mostly
of school business problems. In still other schools,
the
well-organised assembly program brings to the students
entertainment of the highest type and provides ample
oppor-
tunity for student participation. The Assembly
is the most
fertile field In any secondary school lor the growing of
desirable social values for student cultivation. Character,
personality, ethlos, and morals can be strengthened and
shaped to best advantage In the healthy atmosphere of a good
Assembly program.
The community can best contaot the student body thru
the school Assembly program. Efforts for cooperation In the
seourlng of common rights and privileges to the people In a
town, or city, are best made via the Assembly program. In
these days of sweeping national action effeotlng every one,
even the educational groups, the most efficient way of con-
veying information and securing reactions from the young
people is by way of the Assembly platform.
An ironical situation seems to present itself when
some of the best products of the educational system of the
country, chosen by the President to advise him concerning
matters in whioh they are skilled authorities, should be
ridiculed and looked upon with suspicion by the general fclk.
One of the professed aims of our schools is training in
citizenship. Many critics say that these men chosen by the
president are products of a school system that has trained
them to be economists, chemists, animal husbandmen, or
statisticians, and not to be citizens; that they have lost
contact with the general public in their intensive
pursuit
of knowledge along a particular line and that
consequently
they talk a different language, have different ideas and
ideals, and do not consider hoi polloi in their schemes.
Perhaps these critics are right, at least they have not
voioed their opinions without some grounds for defense.
Educators can sense the justification of these critioal
remarks and as a definite reaction to this sort of attack
the sooial values of education are coming more to the fore
in their considerations of school functions.
The Sixth Annual State Conference of Massachusetts
principals and Supervisors of Elementary Schools held at the
Massachusetts State College was conducted with complete
emphasis on the social values of education. Dr. Charles H.
Judd, Director of the School of Education, University of
Chicago and Dr. Mark A. May of the Graduate School of
Education, Yale University were two of the principle
speakers at this conference. This emphasis of social value
does not mean a turning to the Lanoaster school of mats
education with its notably poor results. It does mean that
the social values to be derived from schools by the students
are the most important things to be considered.
It is this writer's opinion that the social values of
education are best colleoted, evaluated, and presented in
secondary schools by means of the Assembly. Just what is a
good Assembly, and what may it contribute to the education
of the student? In particular what is the scope
and nature
of the Assembly programs in the secondary
schools of
Massachusetts.
REVIEW 07 LITERATURE
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RSVISW OF LITERATURE
Comparatively little work haa been published relative to
School Assemblies. The small amount that has been done is of
excellent quality. Outstanding in this field is the work of
H. C. McKown
12
"Assembly and Auditorium Activities".
According to the United States Catalogue (192S) and the
Cumulative Book list of June 193*» the only books published
on Assembly programs are those of Galvin and Walker?
(Assemblies for Junior and Senior High Schools), Wagner21
(Assembly Programs), and the work of McKown mentioned above.
Where there is so little material written concerning the
subject it is advisable to oonsider points of agreement rather
than points of difference as set down by these writers.
Most authorities agree that Assemblies should have
12
educational value and student participation. McKown and
Meyer^ agree that Assembly should have interest and variety,
and represent the entire work of the sohool. Galvin, and
Walker, McKown and Wagner suggest that the programs should be
conducted aooording to standards. Demonstrations, exhibitions,
and dramatisations should be used in programs as a principle
of communication in the opinion of MoKown and Wagner.
Wagner, Walker and Galvin point out that the program should
be unified. Meyer states that the programs should be
adapted
to the group, and have the principle of appropriateness.
McKown says that announcements should be kept off
the
program as much as possible, attractive songs
should be used,
-11-
a regular period should be provided for programs, outside
performers should be limited, and few or no behavior rules
should be made.
0ox3 sounds a different note when he writes that the
Assembly may be a device in some schools for "selling" a false
interpretation of attitudes and relationships between students
and faculty to superficial and inexperienced observers. He
goes on to state that the Assembly may be potently and subtly
dishonest. Oases of strict disciplinary assemblies are oited
and programs wherein the student performers were "ooached
like football teams".
Pr ingle11* in his "The School Assembly" seems to believe
that the program properly handled can be a form of emotional
control, an instrument for the proper release of emotional
expression.
A better understanding of what constitutes a
successful
Assembly may be gained by the following outstanding
definitions:
McKown12 says -The classic definition of the
Assembly or
auditorium period is that of Martha Fleming," who
states that
fnlace'.nex. Ill ocelli* «» plenjure and -ell being
Snere/ll contribute to an* .hare n tta
form at their command.
-12-
Roemer and Allen1? say that
The Assembly is an extra-curricular activity conducted
by the pupils and teachers, and recognised by the school as
a means of training in that phase of constructive, democratic
citizenship which has to do with mass instruction through
public meetings.
West22 says that
The Assembly is the great forum of the school in which
vital contacts are made with the larger interests of civic,
national, and international communities. Here the larger
activities of the school are motivated and the great ideals
of democracy stimulated and exemplified.
c
Fretwe11 says that
The School Assembly, as one phase of extra-curr icular
activities, can train the citizens of the school to perform
better those desirable activities they are going to perform
anyway. Hence, underskilful guidanoe the pupils' partici-
pation in the Assembly may reveal to him and to his fellows
higher types of activities and make these activities desired,
and, to an extent, possible.
20
Touton and Struthers
tw
say that
A definite Assembly period should be reserved for schools
that are able to justify by worthwhile programs the time spent
in a dally Assembly.
Oox^ says
The Assembly summarizes and illustrates the social
attitudes and daily inter-relationships of principal, faculty
and students.
Douglass^ says that
The Assembly is the place for building school morale,
and for development of a sense of unity (which is a part of
morale) among the diverse interests of the school. - -
-
1? expressing their opinions upon matters of r«" Jne2d by taking part in assembly exercises, pupils
value of cooperative effort and action. The
Assembly is thus
I socializing agency. It also supplies a
natural method of
lwwnine- for all of us learn from eaoh other. ••• T0 1 oe .
successfulThe Assembly must be interesti^™*™; *£t
Inspiring, not from the teachers' point of
view, but from xnax
of the pupil.
-13-
A publication of the Linooln School states that
Visits from persons outside the school are most profitable
when the subject matter is in some way connected with the work
going on at the school, or when the topic is of immediate value
in giving new direction to some phase of school life.
The attitude of this publication was that the Assembly
period had to be filled. The above was cited in regard to a
common and easy way.
These definitions suggest that the Assembly period is a
place to train citizens, a school period in which all oooperate
for the pleasure of the whole, a place for vital contacts, a
time for the formation of concepts, a source of inspiration,
and as an agency for welding the school to the community.
The last work to be considered in this Chapter is "A
Study of Assembly in Secondary Schools 1 written by Carrie Dhu
Boals2 in partial requirement for a Master 1 s Degree at George
Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee in 1931*
In this work data was collected by means of a questionnaire.
The source of information was 200 students in the departments
of English and Secondary Education of George Peabody College
for Teachers in the summers of 1929 and 1931* Thirty-eight
per cent of these students were principals, superintendents
and supervisors. The remaining sixty-two per cent were
teachers of English, History, Science, Home Economics, Latin,
Modern Languages and Physical Education. These students
reported infromatlon relative to the school with which they
were associated. The schools were distributed throughout the
-Ill-
South In a very scattered way making the returns comprehensive
for that section of the United States. The results obtained
by means of the questionnaire indicated that Assembly is held
onoe each week in seventy-two schools; that the plan is
the organization for one hundred eighteen schools; that Assembly
is held at eight-thirty in forty-four schools; and at ten
o'clock in forty-four schools; that thirty minutes is the length
of the program for sixty-five schools; that devotion is the
main purpose for having Assembly in forty-one schools; that the
Bible is read every day in one hundred twenty-seven schools.
Teachers compose the Assembly committee in forty-two schools;
teachers and pupils in thirty-nine schools. The chairman of
this committee in forty-eight schools is a teacher. Enthusiasm
is the quality of an Assembly leader checked first in all
schools. Pupils are required to attend Assembly in one hundred
ninety-six schools. Teachers are responsible for discipline
during Assembly programs in one hundred sixty-four schools, and
pupils in thirty-nine schools.
These results are given here for the purpose of comparison
with present practices in Massachusetts in the next chapter.
The outstanding features of the study showed that the Assembly
program was considered a worthwhile activity containing edu-
cational value when handled properly; that some kind of
organization should be effected for presenting programs; that
more student participation should be encouraged; that class
work, club work, and special days should be used for programs.
-15-
In general, it nay be noted that the literature reviewed
is not plentiful. The outstanding work is that of UoKown and
though this work is excellent it is a generalization and not
suited to detailed consideration in this paper.
And so we approach the next chapter in this thesis,
knowing something of what has been written on the subject and
with the intention of revealing the present practices in
Massachusetts.
Ill DETAILED STUDY OF PRESENT PRACTICES
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS
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DETAILED STUDY OF PRESENT PRACTICES IH SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN
MASSACHUSETTS
Massachusetts has frequently been called a leader In edu-
cational enterprises. The scholastic nature of the early
settlers in the state anticipated this progressive quality.
The establishment of the first Latin grammar school at Boston
in 1635, *ad Harvard College in 16?6, followed by the compulsory
education laws of 16^2 and 16^7, started the state's career
along this line. The first Amerioan high school started in
Boston as the "English Classical School" in 1821. Many
prominent educators hare expanded their doctrines from the
pioneer work in the state of Massachusetts. Ix-President
Lowell of Harvard is sufficient to mention here. Massachusetts
has the reputation also of being conservative and even
back-
ward about many things educationally. Suffice it to
mention
the requirement of only six semester hours of
educational study
as a part of the necessary equipment for a teacher's
certificate
in the state, and the general reluctance of
the state as a whole
to back the Child Labor Acts.
nth these characteristics in mind a detailed study of
present Assembly practices in Massachusetts
Secondary Schools
should be more than interesting to teachers
and educators in
general.
Interviews with several principals of high
schools
previous to the collection of the data here
presented revealed
-17-
& genuine desire on the part of these men to know what other
schools are doing with the Assembly program. Several of these
men expressed the desire to know what general praotioes are in
use and under what conditions best results are being obtained.
Two principals of schools in Western Massachusetts offered the
opinion that a study of this kind might possible reveal some-
thing of the philosophical nature in which the Assembly was
being used in Massachusetts. In later interviews with differ-
ent principals this idea was mentioned as a possible section
in the work, and was reoeived very enthusiastically.
In order to define the basis of this detailed study, the
sources of information, etc., certain statistical data are
here cited.
There are 251 public high schools in Massachusetts. Of
this number 200 were selected at random as prospective
sources
of information for this study. The geographical
distribution
of returns is indicated on the following map.
-is-
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The questionnaire method, supplemented by personal inter-
views and extensive correspondence with educators and principals
of secondary schools in Massachusetts have been the chief means
of getting the desired information. The following questionnaire
was sent to the 200 schools previously selected at random.
-20-
QUESTIONNAIRE ON HIGH 8CH00L ASSEMBLY
GENERAL
1. Check your type of high eohool
special Junior
comprehensive^. m Senior _ _
trade _""_*"_""_~_ four-year
— _
vocational _~~
_
_~"
2. Hoi? often do you have assembly?..
. Hour of the day Length of Period.
• The purpose of youx assembly is_I
5» fcTVhalT extent~is* ThTs~p-urpose~accomplished? >
ORGANIZATION
1. Have you an assembly committee?^ ^Membership »ade up of
_
_
Elected or Appoint ed__
2. Who Ta"your aVsembTy"~leader m
ATTENDANCE,
}• Is assembly attendance required of all students?_ — m _ m
2. What is the assembly attendance figure?
. Who is responsible for assembly discipline?^
. Has discipline been a problem at your assembly?
If so, what has been your solution?
PROGRAMS
, _ „,
1. To what extent do students participate in the programs?^
2. Are outside" speakers~used"?~
~ Z "ApproximaTeTy^number
times a year — — — — —
J. Check types of speakers: professional
^business
educators .
k. Do you use olass and club work for programs?
Example — —
5. Are announcements made in assembly r
If so. what nature — —
6. Is your school equipped with: a. stage and scenery
b. projection apparatus c. spot light
d. orchestra e. piano
7. Please outline one assembly program you have
used
*. Whatsis the attitude'toward assemblies? students
teachera_ —
High School
-21-
The returns from the questionnaire totaled I54 or
seventy-seven per cent by March 1, 1934. In practically all
instances the high school principal has given his personal
attention to the questionnaire. All percentages in the fol-
lowing tables are figured on the basis of the 154- returns unless
otherwise indicated.
The items of the questionnaire will be discussed in their
regular order and the significant facts shown in the returns
will be noted in the order of their occurrence.
Type of Seoondary Schools Studied
The re-organization of secondary education was reflected
in the complexity of the replies to this question on the type
of high school. Most of the replies were compound as is
indicated in the table. Some definite basis had to be used in
tabulating this data and so the general character of the group
In the Assembly was considered the basis.
Table 1 Types of Secondary Schools
Speoial Bo. of Schools Comprehensive No. of Sohools
Speoial
Senior
4-Year
6-Year
Total
1
2
3
1
?
Comprehensive
Junior
Senior
4-Year
6-Year
Total
4
1
31
"I
n
No. of
Senior Schools 4-Year
Ho. of Misoel.
Sohools
No. of
Sohools
Senior 11
Sr. 4-Year 5
Sr. 3-Year 1
4-Year 25 Jr.-Sr.
6-Year
Vocational
7
3
Total 17 25 12
The comprehensive 4-year plan, is dominant in the compre-
hensive type of schools, and is the type designated by one-
third of the total number of schools reporting. This Indicates
the Influence of curriculum generalization tendencies of the
last decade. The old plan is being modified to a
considerable extent but not radically. The Junior high school
has been introduced into the public school system of Massachusetts
to the extent that more than one-half of the pupils in grades 7»
g and 9 are in schools where the Junior high school has been
established. Many ©f the larger secondary Schools are offering
courses of from three to six years in length in comprehensive,
vocational or strictly academical lines.
Carrie Dhu Boals found 11$ schools in her survey that
were using the four year high school plan. This is a greater
proportion of this plan of organization than is found in
Massachusetts.
frequency of Assembly
In the matter of frequency the most common practice
regarding Assembly in all types of schools, as shown in
Table II, is a weekly program.
-2>
Table II Frequency of Assembly
Frequency of Assembly No. of Schools
Dally
Four times a week
Three times a week
Twice a week
Weekly
Three times a month
Twice a month
Onoe a month
Irregularly
So assemblies
Total
Approximately forty-two per cent of the schools follow
this practice. About twenty per cent of the schools hare
an Assembly twelce a month. About one-third as many schools
have Assembly more than onoe a week as have it weekly. Those
schools having Assembly "rarely" (7) or "occasionally" (lb)
total twenty-three (23) and are tabulated "Irregularly".
There were only three schools reported as having no Assembly.
This condition existed for the most part in smaller towns
where present crowded school conditions made it impossible
to have an assembly. One of the schools listed as having
Assembly four times a week assembled in two sections; another
school assembled in four sections. Six of the nine schools
having Assembly twice a week assembled in two sections. Three
of those schools assembling weekly did so in alternate sections.
The general frequency of Assembly compares favorably with
the figures of Carrie Dhu Boals* survey. Seventy-one schools
held Assembly once each week in the southern schools invest 1-
-24-
gated. The authorities quoted for definitions in Chapter I
agree in general that a regular period for program should be
provided eaoh week.
Hour of Day Assembly Is Held
With reference to the time of day that the schools have
Assembly, there is much variation in practice as is shown in
Table III.
Table III Time of Day Assembly is Held
Time of Day No. of Schools
8:00 - 9:00
9:00 - 10:00 8
10:00 - 11:00 16
11:00 - 12:00 6
12:00 2
12:30 - 1:00 S
1:00 - 2:00 if
2:00 - 3:00
3:00
Anytime
Unanswered 3Total 154
Ninety-four schools hold Assembly in the morning and thirty-
one schools in the afternoon. Twenty-three schools have
Assembly "anytime", and six did not reply to this question.
There is a modal practice, as shown in Table III. Fifty-
eight schools hold Assembly between 8:00 and 9:00 A. M.
This seems to bear out the statement written on several returns
that the general meeting in Assembly was a good way to start
the day or week.
In several schools a very short meeting was held at
-25-
S:00 o'clock for devotion and a few announcements, and then
at some time during the afternoon the "Assembly" was held un-
interrupted by routine.
Carrie Dhu Boal's survey oites S:30 as the time for
Assembly for forty-four schools, and ten o» clock for forty-
four schools. The authorities quoted in Chapter II advocate
varying periods from the first in the day to any period that
best suit8 the schedule.
4<2
41
|
J*
1-26-
Len gth-of._Aaaembly
Period
fa" .f> .33"
-27
Table IV shows the length of the Assembly periods In the
secondary schools studies. Indications are that the common
practice is to use a full class period of forty to forty-five
minutes in eighty-three sohools, or fifty-four per oent of
the sohools reporting. This is not the universal practice
because twenty-five per cent have an Assembly period of less
than thirty-five minutes; and approximately fifteen per cent
have an Assembly period of from fifty to seventy minutes in
length. Nine schools said the length of their period was
indefinite, depending on the programs offered. Three schools
have no Assembly period.
The authorities quoted in Chapter II agree that a full
period or a period long enough to suit the program should be
used.
In the Dhu Boals survey of two hundred southern schools,
sixty-five sohools or about one-third had a period of thirty
minutes for the program.
Purpose of Assembly
All but eleven of the sohools reporting gave some
purpose for their Assembly. Three of these eleven had no
Assembly. The remaining eight of this group evidently did
not attach enough significance to the question, or perhaps
the nature of any Assembly they might hold did not warrant a
purpose in their estimation. The cursory nature of the other
parts of their returns would support this supposition.
The fact is that 1^3 schools have a definite purpose for
holding Assembly. Many of the answers were compound purpose
replies. This necessitates a frequency of purpose table.
Table V Purpose of Assembly
Purpose Frequency
Foster school spirit
Educational
Entertainment
A speaker
Individual pupil expression
Inspiration
Instruction
Observe special days
General information
Outlet for class and club work
Information (school)
Citizenship
Social improvement
Blank
Devotion
Leadership
Supplement class work
Varies
Presentation of a school problem
Comply with the law
Take attendance
See motion pictures
Develop religious interests
Study of this table shows considerable differenoe in
the purposes for having an Assembly. As is readily seen
there is no purpose common to all the schools. The most common
purpose is that of "fostering school spirit*, approximately
thirty per oent of the replies mentioned this as a purpose.
In its broadest sense this term means the cultivation in the
students of a deep appreciation of the institution—its
setting, its purpose, and the problems which confront it. In
-29-
lts narrowest sense this purpose means the awarding of
athletic Insigni and academic excellence certificates to
encourage student endeavors.
About twenty-four per cent of the replies to this
question were "educational" and twenty-four of the 15k- said
"instruction" was the purpose. Eighteen gave "Information
of a general nature" as the purpose and thirteen gave "school
information" as the purpose. A proportionately large number
(2S) of the 15k said "a speaker" was the purpose, and twenty-
nine said "entertainment".
It is interesting to note that only twelve of the 15k
mentioned "citisenship" and twelve "social improvement".
Rather unique are those schools reporting compliance with the
law (1), and to take attendance (1), see a motion picture (1),
and to develop religious interest (1). It was expected that
there would be some difference in purpose among these schools,
but it is rather disheartening to find such an evident lack
of real purpose in so many schools considering the importance
authorities attach to this part of the educational program.
There is a great lack of unity and coherence in the entire list.
Taking it for granted that the new educational purpose is to
equip the students in school to contend adequately with a
fluctuating civilization, then from the evidence given in this
table the Assembly as a part of the secondary educational
system in Massachusetts is not aimed well to meet this problem.
A purpose is a design, or end or aim desired. In view
of the frequency of Assembly, its important position in the
time of day, its usual length, and its value as estimated by
the proportion having Assembly, there is a definite lack, a
short sightedness in the purposes listed, and its possible
function of correlation is overlooked.
In seventy-seven schools, listed by Dhu Boals, announcements
come first as a purpose, and in forty-one schools devotion
is the main purpose. Massachusetts has only forty-seven
schools with one purpose whereas in the Dhu BoaV study
section, there were seventy-seven schools with one purpose.
Extent Purpose is Aocomolished
Table VI Extent Purposes Accomplished
Extent Accomplished Ho. of Sohools
Blank
Satisfactory
Fair
Successful
Cannot be measured
Reasonably well
Excellent
partial
No results
31
26
22
19
10
I
With the realisation of the deficiencies in purpose as
noted previously oomes increased interest in this table as
to the extent to which the principals deemed it safe to say
their purpose was being accomplished. Twenty-eight sohools
or eighteen per cent left this question blank. It is reason-
able to suppose that either the principals thought this could
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not toe measured, or that there was no accomplishment worth
noting. A slightly greater number or twenty per oent
reported satisfactory accomplishments, and twenty-two or
fourteen and two-seventh per oent reported successful results.
Perhaps the character of the purpose is the ohlef cause
of the discouraging nature of replies to this question.
Organization of Assembly Committee
The authorities quoted in Chapter I agree for the most
part that there should toe some kind of organization in the
school for presenting the Assembly programs.
The information obtained from the schools in Massachusetts
Indicates the general practice to be not to have an Assembly
committee in sixty-one per cent of the schools. Thirty-nine
per cent of the schools have an Assembly committee. The
committee membership in these sixty schools making the thirty-
nine per oent is as follows:
Table VIIA Membership of Assembly Committees
Membership Mo. of Schools
Teachers
Teachers and Pupils
Teachers and Class Officers
Class President and Advisors
Class Sponsor and two Assistants
Three
Student Council
p. A. D. Class
Senior Class
Four House Masters and Headmaster
Blank
2k
1|
3
2
1
k
I
1
1
6
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Over two-thirds of the secondary schools reporting hare
ao assembly committee. Of the slightly less than one-third
schools that have an Assembly committee twenty-four schools
have a committee made up of teachers.
Zn the sixty having Assembly committees, forty-four are
appointed and six are elected. Two schools eleot a part of
the committee from the student body and the remainder of the
committee is appointed*
Table VIIB Assembly Leader
Leader No. of Schools
Principal 56
Varies depending on activity 36
Teaoher 11
Principal and Teachers 6
Pupils 5
President of Student Council 2
Leader chosen at each assembly 1
Head of English Department 1
Dean 1
Committee Chairman 1
President of Athletic Association
Blank
-4-Total
In fifty-six schools, the principal is the Assembly
leader. In eleven schools a teaoher leads the Assembly.
Thirty-six schools vary the assembly leader to fit the
occasion. The remaining oases are Interesting but for the
most part individual.
The schools having an Assembly committee for the most
part do so in order to better meet the expectations of the
students, and to more adequately fulfill the purpose of their
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Assembly. It is believed by many of the principals of schools
having Assembly committees that the students as well as the
teachers should have a voice in the matter of program material.
One interesting ease was submitted by a school which traces in
evolutionary steps the growth of the Assembly committee over a
long period of years.
Briefly it is this:
1. The principal organised and oonduoted all Assemblies.
2. The principal appointed four faculty members to serve
on the Assembly committee.
3* The principal appointed four faculty members and the
executive committee of each class appointed a member, making
nine members on the committee. This committee met and drafted
the schedule of dates and assigned certain dates to different
teachers and organisations who were then held responsible for
presenting a program for Assembly on the dates assigned. The
programs were fundamentally teacher initiated. Pupils were
called on to participate in these programs as opportunity and
talent presented themselves. The results were satisfactory
to the students and teachers. The principal went one step
farther.
k. Pupil initiated programs for Assemblies was the goal
and the prlnoipal accomplished this by appointing a faculty
committee of five, two men and three women. This oommittee
drew up the list of assembly dates. This list of dates and a
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bulletln drafted by the committee was cent to every room,
class, and organisation in the school. The bulletin eet forth
the fact that the programs for Assemblies were to be pupil
initiated and invited the students to volunteer to sponsor
them. The bulletin emphasised the need of educational
objectives in the program in order that they might be approved.
Teachers were placed In charge of the organization with
a committee of three from each organization to be directly
responsible for the Individual programs. These organization
committees worked with their organisation to select the pro-
gram which it wished to produce and the date of the production.
The selection and dates were then sent to the faculty com-
mittee for approval and adjustments. The faculty committee
then made up the yearly program of Assemblies which was
posted for the school to notice and for each group responsible
for an Assembly program to be guided by.
The principal is very enthusiastic about the results
he obtained.
Attendance and Discipline
Is Assembly Attendance Required
Of the l$h schools reporting 130 schools require
attendance of all students.
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Table VIII
Is Assembly Attendance Required of All 8tudents?
Is Assembly Attendance Required So . of Schools
Tes
No
Blank
Usually
Limited Seating Capacity
For groups for which Assemblies are
organized
Total
Five do not require attendance and two of the five
said it was impossible but gave no reasons. The others
require Assembly attendance of all students with certain
reservations. This shows a definite practioe in the secondary
schools of requiring Assembly attendance of all students.
Assembly Attendance Figure
A wide range in Assembly attendance figures was given
in the returns.
Table IX Assembly Attendance Figures
Attendance Figures Mo. of Schools
50 - 100 9
101 - 200 3?201 - 300 14
301 - 400
401 - 500
501 - 600
13
15
10
601 - 700 6
701 - 800 16
SOI - 900 8
901 - 1000 4
1001 - 1300 11
1301 - 1800 8
1801 - 2000 4
3300 1
No Assembly 3
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Slightly more than one half of the schools have an Assembly
attendance of less than 500 pupils. There is rather a strong
group having over 700 and less than 900. There is a section
of eleven having over 1001 to 1300. The one school of 3300
assembles in two sections. Ten sohools answered the question
with a percentage figure, and twenty-six left it blank. Three
of the blank returns had no Assembly. The other twenty-three
plus the ten mentioned above were checked in Public Document #2
Massachusetts Annual Report of the Department of Education for
the year ending Hovember 30, 1933, Part II.
Responsible Person for Assembly Discipline
Table X Who is Responsible for Assembly Discipline
Responsible Persons No. of Schools
Teachers S2
Assembly Committee 1
Principal and Teachers 20
Principal or Headmaster HPupils
Ho person 2
Assistant Principal l
So Answer on Questionnaire i
Chairman 1
Principal & Marshalls
2Teachers and Pupils
Room Captains 1
Student Council 2
Teachers & Student Council 1
A check of the school enrollment with these replies
showed that in the schools having an Assembly attendanoe of
over 500 pupils the teachers were made responsible for
discipline; in sohools of 300 to 500 pupils both principal
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and teachers were responsible; and In schools of less than
300 the principal or headmaster only. This is a generalisation
of the facts. Three of the eight blanks had no Assembly. The
other five blanks were from small schools where discipline
probably was vested in the principal.
Is Discipline a Problem
Table XI Has Discipline Been a Problem in Your School
Has Discipline Been a Problem Ho. of Schools
Discipline definitely is not a problem in the Assembly
of secondary schools of Massachusetts as is shown by Table XI.
There are a few cases where trouble has been met and overcome
in various ways. It is of interest here to note some of these
problems and their solutions.
Discipline Cases and their Solution
Case 1 . Hew girls caused considerable disturbance
whispering and moving about. Solution: A personal appeal
by the principal to the girls for a square deal. This was
followed up by special student council action.
Case 2 . General disturbances during devotions.
Solution: The Assembly was discontinued until the students
approached It reverently.
Oase 3 . Disturbances. Solution: In four schools their
solution was to have eaoh teacher sit with his group.
Yes
Ho
Blank
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Case 4
. General lack of appreciation evidenced
annoyingly. Solution: Infrequent Assembly.
OasgJi. Talking entering and leaving Assembly.
Solution: Teachers stationed at advantageous posts.
°ase 6. Talking in Assembly. Solution: Established
tradition that one does not talk in this high school.
Case 7 . General disturbance. Solution: Barred
student disturbers from Assembly. This happened in four
schools.
Case 8. Whispering and fooling. Solution: Do not
separate boys and girls. Group them under teacher super-
vision*
Case 9 . General behavior poor. Solution: A year of
good programs.
Case 1Q . General raucous voices when auditorium was
darkened. Solution: None exoept to have lighted programs.
Programs
The extent of pupil participation in the Assembly pro-
grams is shown in table XI.
Table XI Sxtent of Pupil Participation in Programs
Extent of participation No. of Schools
100$ Pupil Participation 14
Mostly Pupil Participation 45
50^ Pupil Participation 22
Occasional Pupil Participation 22
Slight Pupil Participation 35
No Participation on part of Pupils 2
Schools not reporting 14
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The two outstanding degrees of participation are
expressed by the two terms "mostly" and "slight". There are
forty-five schools in the first group and thirty-five in the
second named. Those sohools in which the Assembly program
oontained "mostly" pupil participation were so rated because
of some laok in complete pupil participation. "Slight"
pupil participation occurred in schools where pupils were
allowed to read proclamations at intervals or such like.
Only fourteen schools have 100£ pupil participation. Two
schools definitely were opposed to student participation;
and fourteen sohools returned blanks to this question.
Either these fourteen had no pupil participation, the
question was neglected, or the participation was insignificant.
Twenty-four principals expressed their opinions on the subject
in footnotes to the questionnaire and the concensus of opinion
seems to be that the extent of student participation is the
extent of the program value. Many said the students received
as much as they put into the Assembly program. In most of
the 100$ participation schools, the programs are arranged
and carried out by students entirely.
It was seen in Table XII that the purpose of twenty-
eight Assemblies was "a speaker". The general use of speakers
in Assembly programs is indicated in the following table*
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Table XII Outside Speakers Used In Assembly Programs
Speakers So. of schools
No Speakers
Speakers used but no type designated
Speakers used and type designated
I
139
Seven sohools hare no speakers (three of them have no
Assembly) and their footnotes indicate that in their
estimation speakers who are able to talk effectively to high
school audiences are too scarce to spend time trying to find
them. Only eight schools failed to designate the types of
speakers used. Of those 139 schools designating the type of
speakers they used, sixty-nine use an equal proportion of
professional, business and educational men.
Table XIII Types of Speakers Used
Types of Speakers Bo. of Schools
Professional
Business
Educators
Professional and Business
Professional, Business and educators
Professional and Educators
Business and Educators
I
9
Professional men appear as speakers in the programs of
122 schools. Educators appear in the programs of 121 schools,
and business men in eighty-seven sohools. Schools adhering
to one type are indicated by the first three types in
Table XIII. The one school using only business men engage
graduates of their high school.
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Seventy-five schools use less than ten speakers per year as
shown by Table XIV.
Table XIV Frequency of Speakers Used in Secondary Schools
Frequency No. of Schools
30 Speakers per year
25 Speakers
20 Speakers
IS Speakers
15? Speakers
12 Speakers
10 Speakers
8 Speakers
6 Speakers
5 Speakers
4 Speakers
3 Speakers
2 Speakers
Often
Rarely
Blank
N
N
H
N
H
«
«
R
It
I
I
I
1
3
6
21
11
16
11
15
2
Table XV-A Use of Class or Olub Work for Programs
Is Class or Club Work Used No. of Schools
Yes 102
Ho 8Blank
Table XV-B Classes Used by Schools for Programs
Classes Used No. of Schools
English
French l|
Domestic Science
10Scattered
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Table XV-C Club Work Used by Schools for Programs
Club lork Used No. of Schools
Dramatics
Debating
Music Clubs
Science
Latin
Style Show
History
Art
Hi-Y
National Honor Society
Commercial
I
2
1
2
1
About two-thirds of the schools reporting use class and
club work for Assembly programs. The French class was mentioned
most frequently for program participation. The performance of
classes is usually allocated to drama in the form of plays and
playlets. Slightly less than one-half of the schools reporting
mentioned the work of clubs as being a part of their Assembly
program. Most frequently mentioned was the dramatic clubs.
In three schools a central idea is presented to the
department heads of the school and these are responsible for
one Assembly program apiece. The theme was "Health" in two
schools.
In general club work is used more frequently than class
work. An extensive list of clubs common to many schools may
be found in most text books on secondary schools.
One of the strongest criticisms of existing Assembly
programs according to the authorities quoted in Chapter II
is the use of the Assembly for making announcements. The
reason for this criticism is that the character of the
announcements generally are such that they do not oonoern all
of the pupils, and these announcements could well be made in
some other manner.
In 108 schools, announcements are made; forty schools
do not make announcements in Assembly, and six schools (three
had no Assembly) left this question blank. The following
table shows the nature of the announcements made in the 106
schools in which they were made:
Table XVI Nature of Announcements Hade in Assembly
Nature of Announcements No. of Schools
Varied 21
Brief routine 22
General School Matters
HGeneral
Extracurricular activities
Discipline
New Plans
Special
JBlank
Four of the forty schools not making announcements
said that they issued a school bulletin. Five of the other
sohools making announcements in Assembly do so to strengthen
their bulletin notices with special appeal by the principal
where they deem it necessary.
One of the high schools holds three types of Assembly;
a student Assembly, program Assembly and a morning Assembly,
this latter Assembly is devoted entirely to announcements in
ordex that the other two nay not be interrupted by announce-
ment s. Several interesting interpretations of what announce-
ments consist of were included in the returns. One sohool
in the "special" classification in Table I said that scolding
was done generally thru the school bulletin but that it was
necessary in some instances to use the Assembly platform to
forcefully emphasize the scolding announcements.
In another sohool in this same oategory Assembly was
given once a month to the principal for general criticism
and suggestion to the students. Another sohool allows only
announcements to be made that are pertinent to civic and
social attitudes engendered in school. Still another school
makes its announcements in a short daily Assembly for devotion.
One interesting Assembly using announcements stipulates that
they must be for guidance purposes and this decision is
made by the principal.
A few sohools in Massachusetts have an amplifying system
installed with a Speaker in each room in the school building
controlled from the principals office where there is a
microphone. This system is an expensive enterprise to install
and the oost is generally prohibitive. Its advantages are
many as may be readily seen. This is probably the most
efficient way of handling the announcement problem. The next
best thing is the school bulletin.
The school bulletin may take several forms of elaboration
of the idea of a simple notice tacked on a bulletin board
outside the principal's office. One is notices on each
class room bulletin board. More advanced is a roughly mimeo-
graphed vehicle to be sent to each teacher. These bulletins
are issued dally in many large high schools not equipped
with amplifying systems.
Three of the six schools that did not answer the question
have no Assembly, and the other three schools have less than
100 pupils enrolled so that announcements are probably made
in Assembly or written on the black boards in each class room.
In several of the 106 schools making announcements in
Assembly some student does the announcing. In one the
president of the student council, and in another the president
of the athletic association, but in general the principal is
the one to make the announcements.
In the 15>4 schools reporting are found considerable
standard equipment.
Table XVII Assembly Equipment
Equipment No. of Schools j> of Schools
Pianos
Orchestra
Spot Light
Projection Apparatus
Stage
Scenery
Blank
110
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The most common item is the piano. In all of those
schools having Assembly except one there is a piano. From
this it may be deduced that the piano is an item considered
necessary in most schools. 115 or 76$ of the schools have
an orchestra and 110 or 71$ have a stage. 79 or 73$ of
the 110 having a stage have soenery to go with it. Ninety-
one schools or have projection apparatus.
Table XVIII indicates the attitude of students and
teachers in the schools toward Assembly.
Table XVIII
Attitude of Students and Teachers toward Assembly
Attitude Student s Teachers
Favorable *5 3*
Excellent 21 20
Oood 32 26
Wholesome
xi
5
Enjoy them
Want more 13
Enjoy speakers
xiCooperative
Mediocre
Tolerated
ft
16
Passive
Varies considerably 5
Disliked generally
IBlank 7
This table cannot be condensed further without sacrificing
much that is told by the words used in classifying these
attitudes. For the most part this is an exact allotment
according to the replies received. No general classification
on a simplified basis was attempted. "Favorable" and "good"
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may mean the same to many people but to many more there is
enough difference to warrant separate olassiflcation. "Good"
may Include "favorable" generally but In many Instances the
favorably classed indicate those who are simply partial to the
programs.
If "good" was to Include favorable, wholesome, want more,
enjoy speakers, cooperating and enjoy them, there would be a
total of 113 schools in which the student's attitude was
"good" and eighty-three schools in which the teacher's atti-
tude was "good". Following this same process if "mediocre *
was to include the classes of tolerated, passive, and varied
attitudes, there would be a total of thirteen sohools where the
student attitude was "mediocre", and forty-four schools in
which the teacher attitude was "mediocreS A decidedly
negative attitude toward Assemblies was returned by three
sohools in relation to teachers. Four schools having Assembly
did not answer the student section on attitude and only one
did not answer the teacher section of the question.
Several principals suggested that the too frequent occur-
rence of Assemblies tended to dull the attitude of students
and that Infrequent Assemblies encouraged a very favorable
attitude. For the most part these men had Assemblies onoe a
week in their schools. In one school the abolishing of
compulsory attendance produced an excellent attitude toward
Assemblies. One school having Assembly four times a week said
there was a tendency to consider Assemblies a waste of time*
In one large high school the attitude was good on the part of
teaohers toward pupil Assemblies but they questioned the
value to the pupils. In another case the teaohers were said
to look upon Assemblies as a necessary evil.
Selected Programs
,
Approximately 200 programs were submitted by the 15^
schools reporting. This response was very gratifying to the
writer. The majority of the programs were for special day
Assemblies such as Christmas, Patriot's Day, Armistice Day,
etc. There seems to be a general sameness to all of these
programs* They consist primarily of the usual introductions
to the program, appropriate songs by the school, the reading
of a proclamation, recitation by pupils, and the usual closing
routine. There are very few unusual programs among those
submitted on subjeots of this type.
Aside from these relatively routine types of Assembly
programs there is much that may be said concerning the various
programs submitted that cannot be emphasized too greatly in
this study.
If "education for complete living" is the purpose of the
secondary schools, and the Assembly is a vital part of the
secondary school systems, then the administrative duty of the
principal in these schools should compel them to consider
such a practice as is carried on in a progressive secondary
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school in Maine. There the looal Rotary Club has cooperated
with the high school to the extent of volunteering the services
of its members for Assembly purposes. These men address the
students informally on the various aspects of their professions
thought by them most likely to have to be considered by the
students before choosing a vocation for life. All severe
personal prejudices are guarded against in order not to
erroneously impress the students. The Assembly is open for
discussion following the speaker 1 s address and questions may
be asked by anyone. This arrangement has been successfully
carried out and has received the approval of the club,
school, and community as a very valuable educational procedure.
The nearest approach to this type of program in the
secondary schools of Massachusetts is mentioned later on in
this study. This school is conducting a Community Life
Course and limits the application to seniors and selects
its speakers at random.
The reading of the Bible is required as a daily item
of the school programs in Massachusetts (General Laws
relating to Education Chapter 71, Sections 30 and 3D- T^i8
item should infer a formal note in the introduction of all
the Assembly programs to secure a reverential attitude and
acquire a good poise for work on the part of the students.
The usual procedure is for the principal to read the
scripture
immediately after the opening of the period, and the remainder
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of the alloted time Is devoted to the program. In the large
high schools or those financially better equipped there is a
very impressive ritual possible to the opening of every formal
Assembly. Something of the following procedure may be followed:
1. As the pupils enter, organ music is playing.
2. The organ music fades out, lights fade, curtain parts,
and a shrill bugle call "To the Colors" is sounded.
3. Boy Scouts stand in subdued light and hold the
two flags.
4. The school rises and gives the flag salute following
the leadership of a third Boy Scout on the stage.
5. "Taps" are played as the flags are placed in their
standards
.
6. "Taps" finished and curtains nearly close. Bright
red footlights come on the curtain.
7. Religious organ music is played and the foot lights
fade. Curtain opens, a red Bible appears with only
two red spots lighting the whole scene.
S. Against background of softened organ music comes
the voice of the principal reading the Lord's
Prayer.
9. The organ music swells to the close of the
selection, scene fades and the house lights are
turned on and the formal program is announced.
This opening requires a perfect synchronisation with
signal lights and electric clocks being fairly essential.
In the less formal Assembly the use of light familiar
music can replace the organ selections and the opening of the
program may consist of a few announcements by the principal.
An electrioal sound system including proscenium speakers,
projection and control room facilities, and its efficient and
effective operation by a skilled person is essential. How-
ever, a Stagecraft Club may be an easy and valuable develop-
ment and the students are generally very much interested in
this phase of the program. Here is a comparatively new field
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as yet little developed in the high schools and presenting
numerous obvious educational facilities for pupils in many
departments.
The bulk of the Assembly program is a definite problem
that occupies the attention of hundreds of principals,
committees, and organizers in the high schools of Massachusetts.
A solution of the problem is obtained in many schools with
excellent results by first formulating an Assembly calendar
for the year. The dates of the Assemblies are listed and
(leaving vacant special day Assemblies) the various depart-
ments given the assignment of supplying the program for a
certain date allotted to them. Very frequently this calendar
involves the expansion of a subject suggested by the
organisers of the Assembly programs and developed by the
faoulty and students. One example of this has been mentioned
before—health. This presents to the pupils the common theme
of health, interesting to all, in the light of the various
departments. For example, the Domestic Science Department
had its members conduct a model class in nutrition, the
Vocational School demonstrated with the aid of an exhibit
some of the important phases of the sanitary construction of
a house, and the English Department presented a short play
written by them on the benefits of healthful living.
This unified system does not narrow the field of Assembly
programs; it does multiply the number and aspects of approaoh
to the single subject.
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Several schools do not have a unitary scheme for the
subject matter but do adhere to, and advocate the Forum plan
for conducting the Assembly. This calls for real planning
and considerable skill in conducting and may be successfully
executed in particular schools. This plan provides excel-
lent training for future attendants at town meetings, etc.
The multiplicity of application may be realised from the
fact that all of the sohools offering this supplement to the
questionnaire mentioned that they had conducted a very
successful Football Forum and that teachers, pupils, and
visitors who participated in the program were very
enthusiastic about it. The teachers praised it for the
educational value received by them and the students. All
of these schools using the Forum Plan Intend pushing its
use farther and including all possible subjects of general
interest to the school.
Generally the Assemblies are of routine nature up until
the first of October as there are many things relative to the
progress of the classes in the schools which are handled in
the Assembly during this time. It is also generally true
that the school period after Memorial Day is devoted to
preparations for Class Day and Commencement activities.
One progressive school has what is called a Community
Life Course given through the Assembly programs for Seniors.
Speakers are used to a considerable extent for this purpose.
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An attempt Is made to have the Senior class become more
familiar with their possible environments after high sohool
and be more conscious of some of the many responsibilities
which become theirs as they take their places in the
communities after graduation. The project was most success-
ful. Speakers from all walks of life were used and the
pupils took notes and filed written reports of the talks.
A comprehensive examination was given in May covering the
series.
In a few schools the Assembly is used as a device for
presenting creative discoveries. By the use of this method
it is frequently possible to present the creations of some
teachers in such a way that other teachers are Inspired
to greater heights in their own work in an attempt to
duplicate or surpass this program.
Where the people in the oommunity are predominantly
of one extraction, the Assembly program is frequently one
related to the "old country". The following program sub-
mitted by one of the schools is an example of this type.
Lithuanian Program
I Opening Hymn
II Devotional Exercises
III Selection, High School Pit Orchestra
IV "Geography of Lithuania" Student
V "History of Lithuania" Student
VI Music - Lithuanian Folk Song
Group of Students
VII "Customs in Lithuania" Student
VIII "Lithuanian Dances"
Group of Students
IX "Rational Anthem of Lithuania"
Group of Students
X Closing March, Pit Orchestra
In practically every school a fire prevention Assembly
program is given at some time during the year. The following
is an example:
Fire Prevention program
I Song - America - School
II Reading of Presidents Proclamation - Student
III Why we have Fire Prevention Week - Student
IV Fire Song - Boys Glee Club
V What things can start a fire at Home - Student
VI What fire means to a Fireman - Member of Fire Dept.
VII Play - The Trail of Fire - Dramatic Club
A "Pep" program is one of the programs rather universally
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given at some Assembly during the Fall by most schools. The
following is an example:
f CP ProCTS
X Song - Washington and Lee Swing - School
XI Tell Contest - One leader illustrates,
comically, how a dead school would yell.
Another leader illustrates how a live
sohool yells.
III Debate - Resolved that (some opposing school)
will beat (local school) in football this
year. Affirmative: 3 non-player e dressed
grotesquely. Negative: serious pep talk -
principal. Pep talk - coach. Pep talk -
captain.
IV Practice of new yells - Sohool
Local holidays received a place on the calendar of
many high schools. The following is an example of such a
program coming from a sohool near Boston:
Evacuation Day
I Sntranoe March Orohestra
II Introduction of Chairman for Assembly
III "The Seige of Boston* Student
IV Civic Salute to Flag
V Selection Orchestra
71 "The Land Where Hate Should Die" Students
VII "Americanism" Woodrow Wilson Student
VIII Star Spangled Banner School
IX Exit March Orchestra
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Due to the large number of schools In Massachusetts
having orchestras, the following Orchestra Assembly Program
is here given. It was submitted by a school in Massachusetts:
Orchestra Assembly
t. Horthwind March Orchestra
II Flag Salute Led by a Student
III Hymn - »Abide with Me" School
IV 3ible Reading - "The Glory of Cod*
Prinoipal
V Prayer
VI Introduction
VII "Homeless - Romance" Orchestra
VIII Cello Solo — "Irenen Waltser" Student
IX Piano Solo — "County Gardens" Student
X "Melodle in F" Ensemble
XI Saxaphone Solo — "Stardust" Student
XII Presentation of Orohestra Awards
Principal
XIII "Trumpeter — Polka Brilliant e" Orchestra
XIV "Sir Galahad March" Orchestra
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The first Assembly of the year i 8 an Interesting affair
In most school.. The following is a fair example of this
Assembly submitted by a Massachusetts school:
Assembly for Kew stud^ n
X Entrance March Orchestra
II Head Master introduces chairman
III Explanation of entering and leaving Hall
IV Athletics Faculty Coach
V School Song
VI Welcome to New Students Head Master
VII The School Council Faculty Sponsor
VIII Educational and Vocational Guidance
Counselor
IX Exit March Orchestra
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In many schools their publication has an Assembly
program to better establish the value of the school publi-
cation with the students. The program outline given here
was volunteered by a high school having a very successful
student paper. "The Climber":
Climber Staff Assembly
I March
II Flag Salute
III Hymn - "Now the Day is Over" School
IV Bible Reading - "Wisdom and Righteousness"
V Prayer School
VI Introduction - "Value of School Publications
to Students" Editor-in-Chief
VII General Policy of School Magazine
Associate Editor
VIII Play - "The Newspaper Office" presented by
Staff
IX Distribution of "Baby Climbers" to advertise
coming subscription campaign.
X Football Identification Contest-Athletic Mgr.
XI Plea for Subscriptions - Business Manager
XII School Song School
XIII March Orchestra
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Throughout the state the various "weeks" set aside by
the nation or state find a reflection in the Assembly programs
of high schools in Massachusetts. Fire Prevention has been
mentioned, and Safety Week, Health Week, and other "Weeks"
are only a few of many such periods. A program for "Book
Week" is here given as an example of this type of program:
Book Week Program
I March Orchestra
II Flag Salute School
III Song "America" School
IV Soripture Reading
V Prayer School
VI Purpose of Book Week Program Principal
VII Readings:
"A Book is an Enchanted Gate"
Student
"What makes a Living Book"
Student
VIII Musical Selection Orchestra
IX Play - "Four Keys to the Library" Students
X Song - "America the Beautiful" School
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Practically all of the schools have Induction Assemblies.
The following program submitted by a high school illustrates
this type of Assembly with strict formal discipline very
noticeable throughout.
Induction Day
I Entrance of School Orchestra
Two chords—all seated
II Bible Selection
Two chords—all rise
III H. H. S. Hymn
Two chords to sit
IV Pin, oath, and remarks to Governing Council President
Two chords for Councillors and House
to stand and march to receive pins.
Remain standing.
V Oath and remarks to Council and House
Two chords to sit
VI Glee Club selections
VII Speeoh by Student Lighted candle
Two chords for Council to stand
VIII Council Song Cheer by Council and by school
Two chords—school stand
IX R. M. H. S. Song School
X Exit March — Council first Orchestra
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The element of competition in Assembly Program presenta-
tion is an advanced condition fostered by no less than twenty
schools in Massachusetts. Competition first appears between
the classes in the sohool and under favorable conditions the
best program produced by the school is entered in a contest
between two or more schools in a district.
Details of this scheme were volunteered by a school
replying to the questionnaire. In this case each home room
in the school volunteered to sponsor a program in competition
for a loving cup. A score sheet was drawn up by a faculty
committee and a committee of judgeB was organized by: -
each home room electing a judge and an alternate, and four
members of the faculty who had no part in the direction of
home rooms were appointed by the principal. This made a
committee of eighteen to score the Assemblies.
The procedure was to have the programs carefully
rehearsed and timed before they were presented. The faculty
group had the power to postpone any program not ready for
presentation. This was a rare occurrence. Each program was
pupil conducted. The principal did not appear on the plat-
form unless the organization had a speaker, and then only by
request of the pupil committee in charge.
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fbe Auditorium
Nothing as yet has been said concerning the auditorium
itself. This aspect of the Assembly was not intended for
consideration at the outset, but the amount of volunteered
information and the inclusion of the equipment noted in the
collection of data, together with the number of requests for
a consideration of the subject justifies its inclusion here.
In the majority of schools the present crowded conditions
have made inadequate provisions for the assembling of the
entire school. Lack of financial support has rendered it
temporarily impossible for an immediate remedy to the
situation. Some of the schools in Massachusetts have adopted
the combination gym-auditorium plan. The principals who
commented on this plan seem of the general opinion that the
school has neither a gymnasium nor an auditorium under this
scheme. The expense of moving the seats in and out of the
hall plus the upkeep soon cancels any economic features of
the plan. The hall is usually ill constructed and the
acoustics are very unsatisfactory. Stage and scenery
facilities are generally negated.
In the smaller schools the largest study room is often
used to satisfaction considering the limiting circumstanoes.
The larger schools all have auditoriums with permanent seats.
The chief fault to be found with them by the principals is
their limited seating capacity. Six principals critioized
their auditoriums for having posts in them which obstructed
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the view from many seats behind them. Many schools have no
projection room and the increased demand and new facilities
for visual education make this feature of the Assembly hall
a much needed thing. Educational pictures are now available
for school presentation in many educational departments and
the beneficial influences of visual education are well known
and appreciated by the principals.
In many schools sight and sound apparatus has been
installed with very pleasing results as a part of the
Assembly program.
Two small schools that are very overcrowded have made
use of their local town hall for their Assembly programs.
The school auditorium may be a thing of beauty and
inspiration through its artistio construction and deooratlons.
These qualities are characteristic of the auditorium as the
historic remnant of the days when churches and chapels were
used as gathering places for students, and many have retained
some of the religious atmosphere of those by-gone days.
Stained glass windows, beautiful mural paintings, tasteful
pieces of statuary, and sometimes a pipe organ attest a
former prosperity and pleasing design for important educational
purposes.
There is no evidence of a desire to over-estimate the
need of Assembly halls in Massachusetts. There is a tendenoy
to under-estimate their value in warranting their construction
at this particular time.
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At one time the location of the Assembly hall in the
schools was on the second floor. This plan has been done
away with generally and the two story, first floor Assembly
hall is most desirable. It saves much wear on the building,
is much safer in time of fire, and allows ample height for
stage and for the ceiling above the gallery without inter-
fering with a uniform scheme of roofing. Heating and
ventilating are also better planned and perfected. The
floor may be easily slanted without radical interference
with the structure of the school building.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The writers mentioned in the review of literature agree
that the Assembly period is a time to train citizens; that it
is a school period in which all cooperate for the pleasure of
the whole; that it is a place for vital contacts; that it is
a time for the formation of concepts; that it is a source of
inspiration; that it acts as an agent for welding the school
to the community.
The study made by Dhu Boals showed that the Assembly
program was worthwhile if handled prooerly; that some kind of
organization should be effected for presenting programs;
that more student participation should be encouraged; that
class and club work, and special days should be used for
programs.
The detailed study of present practices in the secondary
schools of Massachusetts shows:
1. In general, the schools are of the comprehensive
4-year type, having Assembly once a week, starting at eight
o'clock in the morning and lasting for a full period.
The schools have widely varying purposes for their
Assembly programs and there is no common purpose. The
extent of accomplishment is very uncertain in most cases.
2. Most of the schools have no Assembly committee,
and the Assembly leader is usually the principal. Of those
schools having an assembly committee most of them consist of
teachers appointed by the prinoipal.
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3. Assembly attendance is usually required of all
students and although discipline is not a problem in the
schools, the teachers are held responsible for Assembly
discipline in the majority of the schools.
The attitude of the students is generally very
favorable toward Assembly programs. The attitude of the
teachers is less favorable.
Students participate in a considerable amount of the
programs although outside speakers also are generally used.
Both class and club work are used for program material and
announcements are usually made in Assembly. The great majority
of the schools are well equipped to present Assembly programs
but the present crowded conditions hinder them.
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